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METHODOLOGY
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• In this report, IDG covers digital games sales that are 

not covered by the main retail tracking services

• All digital gaming revenue is categorized into one of the 

following three platforms: mobile devices (including 

tablets), gaming consoles, or PCs

• North America includes the United States and Canada

• Europe encompasses all countries in Western, Central 

and Eastern Europe

• Asia includes China/Hong Kong, South Korea and Japan

• Rest of World territories include Latin America, 

Southeast Asia, Africa, India, Middle East, Australia/ 

New Zealand

I D G ’ S  D I G I T A L  C A T E G O R I E S
MOBILE
Gaming revenues derived from mobile phones and tablets

DIGITAL CONSOLE
Gaming revenues derived from console and handheld online networks

DIGITAL PC
Gaming revenues for PC-based games that do not include a retail-based transaction

iOS Android

RPG MOBA

MSFT XBL Sony PSN Nintendo Network

Shooter Casual Other

• In developing its digital gaming forecast, IDG leverages and triangulates among as many primary resources as possible, including

company earnings reports and industry channel checks with key stakeholders for market intelligence across publishers, platform 

holders, manufacturers, retailers and other contacts. Secondarily, IDG considers information available from digital data tracking 

services as well as other analyst research for validation purposes. 

• Forecast figures in charts have been rounded to the nearest $10M for numbers >$10M and to the nearest $1M for figures <$10M
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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• While year-end 2018 figures are still trickling in, for the most part, 2018 digital gaming 

revenue were in-line with IDG’s forecast

▪ Mobile gaming revenues were slightly higher than expected, primarily due to strong growth in 

advertising revenues, which offset a stronger-than-expected decline in iOS paid app revenue

▪ Digital PC gaming revenues were slightly lower than expected, as the popularity of Fortnite was 

not quite as strong outside the US as it was within

▪ Digital Console gaming revenue was slightly higher than expected, primarily thanks to strong Q4 

growth from Nintendo

• Altogether, 2018 digital gaming revenues were up 16% y/y, totaling $136 billion

▪ Mobile accounted for 55% market share with $75 billion in revenue, representing growth of 14% 

y/y

▪ Digital PC accounted for 31% of the market with $42 billion in revenue, up 8% y/y

▪ Digital Console captured 14% market share with a 46% y/y increase to reach $19 billion in 

revenue
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONT’D)
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• In this latest report, IDG has updated the segmentation of territories to group Canada, 

formerly included within the Rest of World category, with the US

▪ Note that references to the “North American” (or NAM) market within this report include the US 

and Canada but not Mexico

• 2019 is forecasted to see an increase of another 12% y/y, with all three segments 

contributing to growth

▪ Mobile’s increase is expected to outpace 2018’s now that the China gaming approvals have 

recommenced, growing 15% y/y

▪ Digital PC will see more muted growth of 6% y/y, after 2017-2018’s Battle Royale-driven growth 

spurt

▪ Digital Console will see an increase of about 16% y/y, with all three networks expected to see 

sizeable expansions

• Total 2019 is expected to reach $153 billion in revenue and will grow to $193 billion by 

2023, representing a 5-year compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7% y/y

▪ In 2019, North America will retain 27% of global market share, but Asia will cede a small 

percentage of market share (down from 46% to 45%) to Europe (19%) and Rest of World (10%)



MOBILE
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Mobile is the largest digital games segment (based on 2018 numbers)
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SUMMARY OF FORECAST – MOBILE 
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• 2018 saw one of the slowest years of growth in the history of mobile gaming, largely due 

to the slowdown in the Chinese market

• But with the Chinese government once again approving games, albeit at a slower pace 

and more stringent criteria, IDG is cautiously optimistic that 2019’s growth will outpace 

2018’s by a small margin

• Asia will remain the largest territory for mobile by far, but the past year saw its market 

share drop from 60% in 2017 to 56% in 2018 and is anticipated to decline further to 54% 

in 2019, as other more nascent territories begin to pick up growth

• The total mobile gaming market is expected to generate $87 billion in 2019 and grow to 

$110 billion by 2023, representing a 5-year CAGR of 8%
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BRAWL STARS
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• Supercell’s latest multiplayer arena game, Brawl Stars, released in December and is off 

to a strong start globally

▪ Sensor Tower estimates that the title has generated over $63 million in its first month, averaging 

~$2 million per day in revenue

• Supercell was able to jumpstart Brawl Stars release by offering generous promotions to 

its existing, very large, and very dedicated Clash of Clans/Clash Royale userbase

• Though downloads have been strong in Brazil and Russia, consumer spend has been 

strongest in the US, South Korea, and Japan

▪ The solid performance in these markets is not surprising as the title gained good traction during its 

soft launch period in markets like Canada, Singapore, Macau, Hong Kong, and Malaysia
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PUBG MOBILE
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• Since launching in March, PUBG Mobile has seen strong revenue growth thanks to the introduction 

of the Royale Pass

▪ The Royale Pass is a progression pass system that takes a page from Fortnite’s book, priced at $9.99

• Though the vast majority of revenue has been generated in the US (the title is not currently 

monetized in China), emerging markets are showing meaningful results, with Thailand and India 

cracking the Top 3 grossing countries

▪ Tencent even hosted a PUBG Mobile esports tournament in India this past October with a ~$70K prize pool

Launch of 
Royale Pass
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APPLE MISSES REVENUE GUIDANCE
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• At the beginning of the year, Apple CEO Tim Cook announced that the company would 

miss the revenue guidance it originally forecasted for the holiday quarter (fiscal Q1 2019 

ended Dec. 29)

▪ The company reported $84.3 billion in quarterly revenue, $5-$9 billion shy of its original 

guidance

• Cook claimed 5 factors led to the miss:

▪ Economic weakness in China

▪ Fewer customers upgrading to new iPhone models

▪ Weak foreign exchange rates

▪ Supply constraints

▪ Different timing for new iPhone launches

• Though this was a huge miss for the giant, it is still the second best quarter in the 

company’s history, behind only the holiday quarter for the previous year which marked 

the launch of the iPhone X
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APPLE: CHINA WOES
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• In his letter, Cook played up the impact of China on the 

revenue miss

▪ It is widely being reported that China’s economy is slowing, 

possibly triggered in part by the US-China trade war

▪ Shaken consumer confidence in China may have cooled demand 

for iPhones in favor of local Chinese luxury smartphone brands, 

like Huawei and Oppo

• How will this impact mobile games?

▪ The iOS mobile gaming market in China will likely lose some share back over to Android 

platforms and the country’s various third-party app stores

▪ Beyond shifts in iOS versus Android share, economic weakness could hurt the Chinese market’s 

prospects for overall revenue

▲ Should the economic issues in the country worsen, then the impact will likely be felt in other markets as 

well
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APPLE: THE UPGRADE DILEMMA
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• The company mentioned but also downplayed the fact that fewer customers were 

upgrading to newer iPhone models then expected, likely a result of two major factors:

▪ Apple is pushing iPhone models that are much more expensive:

▲ The company has been positioning the iPhone XS line as the main experience in its product offering 

with prices starting at $999

х Even the iPhone XR, the most affordable option from Apple’s 2018 lineup, was priced starting at $749—$50 greater 

than 2017’s most affordable option, the iPhone 8

▲ Apple claimed that price wasn’t a major factor in the US, but price increases were more exacerbated in 

emerging markets due to poor foreign exchange rates against the strong US dollar

▪ Consumers are less enthused about the new models’ features:

▲ While the iPhone X introduced a strong departure from previous iPhone designs, the iPhone XS has 

been more of an incremental update on this

▲ As consumer interest in new smartphone features plateaus, a significant segment of customers are 

likely choosing to maintain/repair their iPhones for longer periods rather than upgrade

• Though a customer hanging on to an iPhone longer might not have a material impact on 

mobile gaming revenue, Apple’s customer base being turned off by higher prices may 

move customers over to more affordable Android devices and ecosystems
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EPIC GAMES’ ANDROID STOREFRONT
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• Epic, having already chosen to launch Fortnite outside the Google Play Store, is looking 

to compete with Google with the launch of its own storefront on Android later in 2019

• While third-party Android app stores are prevalent in China, Western markets haven’t 

seen as much competition to the Google Play Store

▪ Amazon of course once looked to open its own App Store and Amazon Underground initiatives 

on Android, promoting the initiative with a number of free apps and making it the exclusive home 

to download the Prime Video app

▲ Amazon ultimately cancelled its free apps program and moved Prime Video back to the Play Store

• The opportunity for the Epic Android Games Store may be more limited than on PC

▪ The company is relying on Fortnite to promote its storefront, but by Epic’s own estimates only 

about 10% of the world’s 2.5 billion Android devices are Fortnite-ready in the first place

▪ Sergey Galyonkin, Epic’s Director of Publishing Strategy and SteamSpy founder, asserted that 

Epic was courting a young audience on PC that may not have already been familiar with Steam

▲ However, the Google Play Store’s prominence is different from that of Steam’s in that it is already baked 

into the Android ecosystem and manages a number of core system apps, so even young users should 

be familiar with it
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THE YEAR OF SERIOUS MOBILE GAMING
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• Nintendo attempted to convert core gamers to the mobile platform with Super Mario Run released in 

late 2016, but the title failed to hit expected sales benchmarks

• This year seems to be attracting serious developers back into the mobile space, which could make 

2019 a pivotal year for core gaming

• Some of the anticipated titles include Blizzard’s Diablo Immortal, Nintendo’s Mario Kart Tour, 

Bethesda’s The Elder Scrolls: Blades, as well as the newly released Alien: Blackout by developers 

Rival Games and Theory Interactive, and 2018 release Dragon Ball Legends published by Bandai 

Namco

• Substantial investment is being directed into mobile gaming as manifested by Netease’s $30 million 

investment into Second Dinner’s upcoming project, an untitled Marvel game for mobile platforms

• It has yet to be determined if game publishers will be able to successfully expand the limited view of 

mobile as a casual/mid-core platform and effectively apply the mobile interface in a core gaming 

setting

▪ As a historical analog on console, this shift was seen with the introduction of the Halo series, which 

legitimized the first-person shooter genre on console

▪ Before the release of Halo: Combat Evolved, first-person shooters were considered inferior on console as 

most traditional gamers believed that a keyboard and mouse were necessary for optimal performance
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TOP IOS GAMES BY REVENUE – Q4’18 
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Title Publisher Release

Honour of Kings Tencent Nov. 2015

Fantasy Westward Journey NetEase Feb. 2015

Fortnite Epic Games Mar. 2018

Candy Crush Saga King Apr. 2012

Monster Strike Mixi Aug. 2013

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Aug. 2015

Pokémon GO Niantic Jul. 2016

Global Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Honour of Kings Tencent Nov. 2015

Fantasy Westward Journey NetEase Feb. 2015

Westward Journey Online NetEase Sept. 2015

China Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Monster Strike Mixi Aug. 2013

Knives Out NetEase Nov. 2017

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Aug. 2015

Title Publisher Release

Fortnite Epic Games Mar. 2018

Candy Crush Saga King Apr. 2012

Clash of Clans Supercell Aug. 2012

Japan Top Games

US Top Games

Source: AppAnnie

Top games are based on estimates of overall revenue generated from paid 

downloads and/or virtual good purchases combined
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TOP IOS GAMES BY DOWNLOAD – Q4’18 
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Title Publisher Release

Paper.io 2 Voodoo Aug. 2018

Happy Glass Lion Studios Aug. 2018

Fire Balls 3D Voodoo Nov. 2018

PUBG: Exhilarating 

Battlefield
Tencent Feb. 2018

Crowd City Voodoo Nov. 2018

Helix Jump Voodoo Feb. 2018

PUBG Mobile PUBG Corp/Tencent Feb 2018

Global Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Paper.io 2 Voodoo Aug. 2018

Fire Balls 3D Voodoo Nov. 2018

Helix Jump Voodoo Feb. 2018

US Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Happy Glass Lion Studios Aug. 2018

Time of Nazotuki Miku Kuraki Aug. 2018

Flip Trickster Lion Studios Feb. 2018

Title Publisher Release

PUBG: Exhilarating Battlefield Tencent Feb. 2018

After Tomorrow Tap4Fun Dec. 2018

Crowd City Voodoo Nov. 2018

Japan Top Games

China Top Games

Source: AppAnnie
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TOP GOOGLE PLAY GAMES BY REVENUE – Q4’18
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Title Publisher Release

Lineage M NCSoft Jun. 2017

Monster Strike Mixi Dec. 2013

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Jul. 2015

Pokémon GO Niantic Jul. 2016

Candy Crush Saga King Nov. 2012

Dragon Ball Z Dokkan Battle Bandai Namco Jul. 2015

Clash of Clans Supercell Oct. 2013

Global Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Monster Strike Mixi Dec. 2013

Fate/Grand Order Aniplex Jul. 2015

Puzzle & Dragons GungHo Online Ent. Sept. 2012

Japan Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Lineage M NCSoft Jun. 2017

Black Desert Pearl Abyss Feb. 2018

Lineage 2 Revolution Netmarble Dec. 2016

Title Publisher Release

Candy Crush Saga King Nov. 2012

Pokémon GO Niantic Jul. 2016

Clash of Clans Supercell Oct. 2013

South Korea Top Games

US Top Games

Source: AppAnnie

Top games are based on estimates of overall revenue generated from paid 

downloads and/or virtual good purchases combined
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TOP GOOGLE PLAY GAMES BY DOWNLOADS – Q4’18
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Title Publisher Release

Helix Jump Voodoo Mar. 2018

Free Fire Garena Online Oct. 2017

Subway Surfers Kiloo Sept. 2012

My Talking Tom 2 Outfit7 Limited Sept. 2018

Paper.io 2 Voodoo Sept. 2018

PUBG Mobile PUBG Corp Feb. 2018

Rise Up Serkan Ozyilmaz Mar. 2018

Global Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Ludo King Gamotronix Dec. 2016

Subway Surfers Kiloo Sept. 2012

PUBG Mobile PUBG Corp Feb. 2018

India Top Games

Title Publisher Release

Paper.io 2 Voodoo Sept. 2018

Happy Glass Lion Studios Aug. 2018

Lucky Day
Lucky Day 

Entertainment, Inc.
Apr. 2015

Title Publisher Release

Free Fire Garena Online Oct. 2017

Helix Jump Voodoo Mar. 2018

Paper.io 2 Voodoo Sept. 2018

US Top Games

Brazil Top Games

Source: AppAnnie
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Q4’18 NEWS – MOBILE 
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• Honor of Kings

▪ Tencent started using facial recognition in China to check users' ages before playing Honor of Kings, as the company looks 

to address concerns of gaming addiction and underage gaming (October)

▪ Sensor Tower estimated the international version of Honor of Kings, Arena of Valor has brought in $15 million lifetime player 

spending after one year on the market (October)

• Sensor Tower Insights

▪ Sensor Tower estimated that mobile game Homescapes generated $420 million in revenue during its first year, with developer 

Playrix building off the success of their previous title, Gardenscapes (October)

▪ Sensor Tower estimated that Stardew Valley grossed $1 million three weeks after its iOS debut as a premium game priced at 

$7.99 with no microtransactions. Of those who purchased the game, 41% were in the US and 12% in Japan, with nearly one-

fourth of the total players playing on iPad rather than iPhone. (November)

• Shutdowns/Restructuring

▪ Mobile publisher Flaregames laid off 45 employees as part of a restructuring plan that will see the creation of a separate entity 

to manage its development studios (November)

▪ Bandai Namco closed its Vancouver studio, with most employees being laid off. The studio was primarily responsible for the 

Japanese publisher’s mobile offerings, including Tekken, Tap My Katamari, Pac-Man Bounce, and Pac-Man 256. (November)
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Q4’18 NEWS – MOBILE (CONT’D)
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• Partnerships

▪ Mobile developer Jam City announced a multi-year partnership with Disney to produce a number of licensed games based on 

Pixar and Walt Disney Animation properties. Jam City will absorb Disney's Glendale Games Studio that’s working on a tie-in to 

the movie Frozen 2. (November)

▪ The online game developer Changyou partnered with The Tetris Company to release Tetris mobile games in China starting in 

2019 (November)

▪ Super Evil Megacorp announced that its mobile MOBA, Vainglory, will be launching on PC and console and will also be 

brought to China through a partnership with NetEase (December)

• Niantic

▪ Niantic teamed up with the UN World Tourism Organization to promote tourism through its games, collaborating on 

campaigns and events built on Pokémon GO and Ingress Prime (November)

▪ Pokémon GO introduced PvP Trainer Battles in a major update to the game (December)

• App Store News

▪ Google Play removed 13 racing games from their store after half a million users were tricked into downloading malware

(November)

▪ Apple’s iOS App Store is under fire in a Supreme Court case alleging the company has an illegal monopoly that results in 

higher prices for apps and games (November)

▪ Apple updated iOS App Store guidelines that hint that it may enable gifting for in-app purchases in the future (December)

▪ Apple removed a military strategy game, Afghanistan ‘11, from its iOS App Store for including the Taliban as an enemy 

(December)
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Q4’18 NEWS – MOBILE (CONT’D)
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• Mobile Racing

▪ Zynga launched their Legends update for CSR Racing 2, one of its most popular social mobile games. The 

update is Zynga’s biggest feature release for the drag-racing game yet. (November)

▪ Hutch announced a partnership with Formula 1 to create licensed mobile racing games for iOS and 

Android in 2019 (December)

• Miscellaneous

▪ Razer released the Razer Phone 2, an Android smartphone targeted towards mobile gamers priced at $800 

that outperforms the iPhone XS in response time and refresh speed (October)

▪ Best Fiends developer Seriously announced that it reached $150 million in lifetime revenue, with sales 

increasing 70% since the beginning of 2018 (October)

▪ Pocket Gems released Wild Beyond, a real-time strategy and collectible card mobile game, on iOS as the 

studio looks to target the core gaming mobile market (November)

▪ Blizzard released the Diablo Immortal mobile game to fan backlash for it not coming to PC. Despite this, 

Blizzard confirmed mobile games are coming across all the company’s IP. (November)

▪ A 5G mobile game streaming app, Hatch—released in Nordic countries, the UK, and Ireland—is free with 

ads, but a premium subscription tier is planned for the beginning of 2019. (November)

▪ Fortnite for iOS was updated to run at 60 fps on the newest iPhone models (November)
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Q4’18 NEWS – MOBILE (CONT’D)
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• Miscellaneous (cont’d)

▪ Activision and Elex soft-launched Call of Duty: Global Operations for Android, a mobile strategy game 

based on the FPS IP, in several countries (November)

▪ Disney and Gameloft’s mobile game, Disney Magic Kingdoms, made over $114 million in revenue and 

reached over 70 million downloads since it launched in 2016 (December)

▪ Netmarble announced that Lineage 2: Revolution has become one of the world’s most successful 

MMORPG mobile games with more than 30 million players on Android and iOS (December)

▪ Epic pulled the Infinity Blade series from the iOS App Store but reassured fans that the mobile game would 

reappear “on places you wouldn’t expect” sometime in the future (December)

▪ Supercell hosted the Clash Royale League World Finals in Tokyo with a $1 million prize pool (December)
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IDG NEWS DIGEST
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• IDG also provides an email digest of news 

updates on a regular basis, complimentary 

for clients

• If interested, please contact Luisa Runge to 

be added to our distribution list:

lrunge@idgconsulting.com



DIGITAL PC
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PC is the #2 digital games segment (based on 2018 numbers)
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SUMMARY OF FORECAST – DIGITAL PC
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• 2018 was a fairly tumultuous year for the Digital PC gaming space, and while Fortnite did 

take the market by storm, achieving mainstream meme status like no other game before 

it, the greater news in the long-term is the impact that Fortnite’s parent company, Epic 

Games, will have on the space due to the opening of its Epic Games Store

• IDG discusses the launching of the Epic Games Store and other new stores in further 

depth on pages 31-32, but in terms of the impact on forecasting, IDG anticipates that 

these new stores have the potential to drive new growth in the Digital PC market in 2019

• Certainly, some of that growth will be at the expense of Steam and so IDG is not yet 

making strong upward revisions to its forecast, but as we observe how effectively Epic 

Games Store and other such stores can improve curation and discovery of games 

outside the top 10 titles, IDG will look into upwardly adjusting its forecast for Digital PC

• For now, IDG anticipates that 2019 will see global growth of 6% y/y to reach $44 billion, 

with Shooter being the category that will see the greatest growth
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CHANGES TO STEAM REVENUE SHARING

29

• In December, Valve outlined new revenue 

sharing tiers designed to keep top 

publishers on Steam

▪ The platform had already lost out on major 

releases like Black Ops 4 and Fallout 76

▪ A rising tide lifts all boats—Valve’s argument 

for the policy was that big games help to 

boost the platform’s audience, with a 

positive effect on all games in the market

Sales Tier Developers’ Share* Valve’s Share*

$0-$10 million 70% 30%

$10-$50 million 75% 25%

$50 million+ 80% 20%

* Effective Oct 1, 2018 for full game and post-launch sales

STEAM REVENUE SHARING TIERS

• However, this move drew the ire of many struggling indie and AA developers, likening it to trickle-

down economics and left many wondering what Valve was doing lately to really earn their 30% cut

• Grievances include:

▪ Steam has become flooded with poor quality content since the marketplace opened up to any developer

▪ Changes to Steam’s discoverability algorithms in October had reportedly hurt sales for a number of indie titles

▲ The company later claimed that the lost traffic to these titles was an unintended bug that has since been addressed

▪ Valve continues to offer little insight into the marketplace following the SteamSpy debacle and also continues 

to suppress third-party efforts to glean market data
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STEAM REVENUE SHARING (CONT’D)
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• Through the uproar, developers have been calling for Valve to lower Steam’s platform fee to 20% for all games, not 

just the top grossing

▪ The plight from smaller companies is heartening especially given the tough conditions for development

• However, IDG expects Valve will likely remain silent on the matter

▪ The company is reaping healthy profits from the vibrant indie scene and taking a lower platform fee, even on smaller games, 

would be a sizable loss for Valve given its dominance in the market

▪ This could certainly change if competitive pressure from new upstarts with better developer economics, such as Epic’s Games 

Store gain more traction

** Based on IDG Analysis, includes full game download sales only

Steam
78%

All Others
22%

Estimated Platform Market Share -

Digital PC WW 2018 Full Game Sales **

* Based on IDG Analysis, includes full game, post-launch, and subscription revenue
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EPIC STEPS INTO THE FRAY
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• Epic Games is looking to use the strength of Fortnite to wrestle 

Steam’s monopoly away from the PC market

▪ The company is offering an enticing 88/12 revenue split for all 

developers on its recently launched Epic Games Store and 

forgoing its licensing fee for developers using Unreal Engine 4

▪ Epic CEO Tim Sweeney claimed the cost of operating the 

storefront would likely range from ~5-6% of sales, so the split 

should still be profitable for Epic

• Ubisoft and Deep Silver have emerged as the first major 

partners to join Epic with exclusive launches of The Division 2 

and Metro Exodus

▪ Deep Silver is even offering the standard edition of Metro Exodus

for $50 on Epic Games Store, passing the savings of the platform 

fee onto consumers

▪ IDG anticipates that more major publishers could sign on with Epic 

as the platform builds out
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OTHER EMERGING PC STOREFRONTS
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D I S C O R D

• The Discord Store is beating Epic’s revenue split with a 

90/10 offer to developers, but its level of partnerships 

hasn’t yet scaled beyond indie and select AA titles

• Discord is still looking to expand its partnerships, but 

Epic has likely stolen Discord’s thunder here as 

publishers recognize the prominence Epic has achieved

M I C R O S O F T

• The company is better at addressing the PC market 

now with initiatives like Xbox Play Anywhere, but the 

Windows 10 Store is still generally lacking in features 

and not well tailored for games

• Phil Spencer stated intentions to get more involved in 

the Windows 10 Store, but MSFT is unlikely to attract 

major third-party partners at this stage

A M A Z O N  /  T W I T C H

• The tech giant has its own launcher for PC games 

through Twitch and has been supporting it with free 

games included with Twitch Prime, but to date it still 

hasn’t made major waves as a storefront

• In Nov. 2018, the company suspended the ability for 

streamers to promote direct sale of games on Twitch in 

exchange for a cut, acknowledging weak performance

T E N C E N T  W E G A M E

• Tencent has yet to launch the platform globally, as the 

company is still recovering from China’s recent pause 

on video game approvals

• The company is unlikely to become a hub for Western 

games in Western markets, but could help to bring 

more Chinese games to the global market
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BLIZZARD DOWNSIZES HEROES OF THE STORM
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• In December, Blizzard announced that it was moving developers from Heroes of the Storm on to other teams and 

cancelling plans for esports tournaments

▪ The title will still be supported by the company, but updates are expected to slow going forward

• The decision makes sense, as the game’s audience has stagnated over the past year while Overwatch, 

Hearthstone, and World of Warcraft have led Blizzard’s portfolio
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DEVELOPMENTS AT NEXON
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• Nexon’s founder is said to be looking to sell his controlling stake in the company, with 

Activision Blizzard, Disney, EA, and Tencent all reportedly considering the opportunity

• The South Korean company has made a few strategic moves recently that were likely 

aimed in part to make the opportunity appear more attractive:
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▪ Nexon officially launched 

MapleStory 2 in Western 

markets in October, and after 

a week in the market the 

publisher announced that it 

had been played by over a 

million users

▪ In November, the company 

acquired a minority stake in 

EA veteran Patrick 

Soderlund’s new studio 

Embark
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Source: strategicgameconsulting.com
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TOP TITLES – Q4’18
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Q4’18 NEWS – DIGITAL PC 
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• Battle Royale

▪ PUBG Corp announced that it banned 13 million players for cheating since June 2017, and though the 

problems remain, cheating appears to have slowed (October)

▪ Epic ran a 'Support-A-Creator’ initiative in Fortnite that gave selected creators $5 for every 10K of in-game 

currency spent by individual players through the rest of 2018 (October)

▪ Epic sued two YouTubers for promoting software designed to cheat in Fortnite (October)

▪ Activision released a limited version of Black Ops 4, called the Battle Edition, exclusively on Battle.net that 

includes both multiplayer and Blackout battle royale modes, but does not include the series' popular 

Zombies mode for $29.99 (December)

▪ Counter-Strike: Global Offensive announced that it will go free-to-play six years after its launch, and will 

introduce a battle royale mode called Danger Zone (December)

• Esports

▪ EA partnered with the English Premier League as part of its FIFA 19 ePremier League tournament, with 

the final being broadcasted on Sky Sports and Premier League social media channels (October)

▪ South Korean esports network OGN announced that it will invest $100 million to broadcast live esports 

events in North America. OGN is also partnering with PUBG Corp to livestream and broadcast the upcoming 

National PUBG League (NPL). (October)
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Q4’18 NEWS – DIGITAL PC (CONT’D)
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• Telltale’s Closure

▪ Skybound announced it will complete the development of Telltale’s The Walking Dead saga (October)

▪ The Walking Dead’s final season was confirmed to conclude on the Epic Games Store, despite the first 

two episodes being on Steam (December)

• Storefront news

▪ Discord launched its game store and subscription service worldwide, starting off with a curated list of 23 

games, 5 of which launched first exclusively on the service (October)

▪ Discord launched its own early access game program, similar to Steam Early Access, just weeks after 

launching its own game store (November)

▪ CD Projekt confirmed that sales of their RPG PC title Thronebreaker: The Witcher Tales failed to meet 

expectations following the company’s decision to launch exclusively on GOG instead of Steam (November)

▪ Steam mistakenly removed many games from sale in Australia after failing to communicate to developers 

that they would be required to confirm their Australian pricing, once the new currency was added (November)

▪ Digital games retailer Green Man Gaming reported a 100% y/y increase in software revenue thanks to Black 

Friday, and a 62% y/y increase in units sold (November)

▪ Valve increased its efforts to control sexual content by banning games from Steam that feature child 

exploitation (December)
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Q4’18 NEWS – DIGITAL PC (CONT’D)
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• Nvidia

▪ Nvidia stock price fell as much as 18% following the release of its Q3 earnings, which revealed that the 

bubble for graphics card sales for the purpose of cryptocurrency mining had popped (November)

▪ Nvidia partnered with Fortnite to bundle graphics cards and codes for digital goods in the game (November)

• Steam Link

▪ Valve discontinued Steam Link hardware, a small box that allowed PC gamers to stream their Steam 

library onto their TV. However, the Steam Link app for Android is still available. (November)

▪ The Steam Link app is now running in beta on Raspberry Pi micro-computers, providing a lower priced 

alternative to Valve’s discontinued hardware (December)

• Miscellaneous

▪ A Steam game, Bolsomito 2K18, is being investigated by the Brazilian government for encouraging 

political violence. The game has a character based on Brazilian presidential candidate Jair Bolsonaro

punching minorities with the aim of “purging the evils of communism.” (October)

▪ Valve updated Dota 2 to disclose lootbox drop rate odds (October)

▪ The subscription commerce platform Crate launched a monthly subscription service focused on 

independent PC games starting at $10 per month for 5 games (October)
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Q4’18 NEWS – DIGITAL PC (CONT’D)
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• Miscellaneous (cont’d)

▪ Google and Ubisoft partnered to test a game streaming version of Assassin's Creed Odyssey that 

operates in a Chrome browser (October)

▪ Without divulging any specifics, HTC Vive announced that their Viveport subscriptions grew by a factor of 5 

(October)

▪ Blizzard Entertainment president and co-founder Mike Morhaime stepped down from the company with J. 

Allen Brack, the executive producer of World of Warcraft, taking over the role (October)

▪ DayZ, the open-world survival game, sold 4 million units a week after its PC beta release on Steam. The 

game, which was originally released in early access in 2013, saw much of its existing community come back 

with the launch of the PC beta, which doubled their daily active players. (November)

▪ Riot Games partnered with Marvel to create comics based on League of Legends (November)

▪ Valve’s monetization system for its premium-priced, collectible card game Artifact came under fire after beta 

players found that the game was rather limited if players did not pay additional for microtransactions

(November)
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SUMMARY OF FORECAST – DIGITAL CONSOLE

43

• The Digital Console space has really hit its stride in 2018, with all three networks firing on all cylinders

• Sony takes the crown for all-around strength, leading in all four territories with $12 billion in global 

revenue in 2018

▪ As the PS4 is still doing so well, IDG does not expect the PS5 to launch until 2021, but if the “next-gen” Xbox 

does launch in 2020 as rumors seem to indicate, IDG thinks an early 2021 launch date for the PS5 would be the 

optimal scenario for Sony

• While weak outside of the US, Microsoft’s foothold in North America is still rock-solid and the company 

has been increasingly taking the right steps to innovate and evolve with the market

▪ Whenever its “next-gen” console launches (IDG’s anticipated launch date is 2020), IDG believes Xbox has 

potential to regain lost market share in Europe, Rest of World and possibly even Asia

• Nintendo has also been making many of the right moves, and with more than 8M accounts (not 

including free trials) its subscription service has already been a “smashing” success 

▪ IDG is forecasting that Nintendo may almost catch up with Xbox by 2023 (and rival PSN in Japan), although 

PSN is expected to remain the dominant network at the global level

• Altogether, the Digital Console market is expected to reach $22 billion in 2019 and grow to $39 billion 

by 2023, representing a 5-year CAGR of 15% 
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SPECULATION ON NEXT-GEN’S POWER

44

• The industry is anxiously awaiting details on PS5 and Next Xbox, including what performance levels 

new console hardware could deliver

▪ According to Eurogamer’s Digital Foundry, new console generations have generally brought 6-8x better 

graphics performance (measured in Teraflops), but it is possible these gains could slow going forward

▪ Both Sony and Microsoft are likely aiming to render games in native 4K resolution for the next generation, 

with Mark Cerny, Sony’s chief architect for the PS4, having previously claimed that an 8 Teraflop benchmark 

would likely be required for this
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NEXT-GEN: FUTURE OF THE DISC DRIVE

45

• Back in November, a rumor emerged that Microsoft was working on a console SKU that would lack a 

disc drive, meaning that it would be digital-only or perhaps even focused entirely on game streaming

▪ The idea being that taking out the disc drive could bring the overall price of console hardware down, but be 

made up for on higher margin digital downloads and subscriptions

▲ IDG estimates that removing the disc drive could save Microsoft or Sony $30-$80 in Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) on the 

hardware, depending on whether it would have supported 4K Blu-ray or not

▲ MSFT was also rumored to be interested in a disc-to-digital program, whereby Xbox customers could exchange their 

physical games for a digital copy at a low fee

х This would operate similarly to a disc-to-digital program run by Walmart’s Vudu digital video on demand service

• While this could result in a meaningful cost reduction for consumers, it would be a tough sell for any 

platform holder to make to its existing retail partners

▪ There is limited incentive to retail hardware that you cannot also sell physical software on

▪ Should Microsoft or Sony choose to sell these SKUs, they may have to rely on their own retail stores or 

ecommerce websites to push them into the channel

▪ Even if a third-party retailer did choose to carry it, the retailer would likely expect a much larger margin on 

hardware sales to justify putting it on their shelves
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NEXT-GEN: OTHER FEATURES

46

• Backwards Compatibility

▪ Xbox – Backwards compatibility has been such a key initiative for Microsoft this generation that it will 

undoubtedly be supported on new hardware, with some even expecting existing Xbox One hardware will be 

forward compatible with “next-gen” games

▪ PlayStation – The company has been lukewarm on backwards compatibility this generation, but with the 

immense success the PS4 has had Sony may aim to bring at least some select PS4 titles to PS5

▲ It has been reported that Sony filed a patent in Japan to run PS1, PS2, PS3, and PS4 games on PS5, but it is unclear if 

the company will end up using it or not

• Raytracing

▪ It remains unclear if raytracing, a technique to generate realistic lighting effects, will be a focus area for new 

hardware, as the technology is still very new even for high-end PCs

▲ The technology was developed in coordination between Microsoft and Nvidia, but AMD is expected to be the preferred 

partner for both PlayStation and Xbox, and the chip maker has yet to release a GPU capable of raytracing

х AMD CEO Lisa Su said that raytracing-capable GPUs are in the works, but argued that the developer ecosystem isn’t ready 

yet to support it

▲ Polyphony Digital, the Sony first-party studio behind the Gran Turismo franchise, has claimed that it was working on some 

raytracing tech, but hasn’t clarified what that could mean, if anything, for PS5
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NEXT-GEN: OTHER FEATURES (CONT’D)
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• 8K

▪ Some 8K TVs debuted at CES 2019 from Samsung and LG, but it is doubtful either Sony or Microsoft will 

design hardware for a resolution that hasn’t acquired a viable market yet 

• HDMI 2.1

▪ The recently announced specification will likely be included in new consoles, as the jump from HDMI 2.0 is so 

impressive that the standard will likely be future-proofed for some time

▲ HDMI 2.1 can enable new TVs that support it in 2019 to handle Dynamic HDR, bandwidth up to 48 Gbps (up from 18 

Gbps with HDMI 2.0), resolutions up to 10K, and frame rates up to 120 fps

▲ While the HDMI connector remains the same, the standard will require new cables and new TVs to support the new 

abilities going forward

• Variable Refresh Rates

▪ VRR is a feature designed to reduce lag, stutter, and frame tearing for more fluid and detailed gameplay

▲ The Xbox One S and X already support VRR through AMD FreeSync, so it is likely that Microsoft will support it again and 

Sony may well follow suit

• VR

▪ PS5 will likely support the first generation of PSVR at launch, but a proper second generation of hardware 

doesn’t seem likely at launch

▪ Xbox executives seem to be holding firm that Microsoft’s VR ambitions will stay on the PC
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ANTHEM
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• With Anthem’s launch around the corner, BioWare has managed to gain some impressive traction for 

the new IP

• EA appears to be positioning the title as a competitor to Destiny 2, with the key differences being that 

Anthem will attempt to be more story-driven and focus on PvE

▪ Anthem will lack any PvP multiplayer at launch
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APEX LEGENDS

49

• Respawn Entertainment’s Apex Legends is off to an 

impressive start, with the free-to-play title having already 

broken 10 million unique players just 3 days after launch

• The game was released the day before EA’s Q3 earnings 

report, with the company successfully offsetting investor 

disappointment around Battlefield V

▪ The timing is awkward however for Anthem’s release on 

February 22, with the whole situation being oddly reminiscent 

of the Battlefield 1/Titanfall 2 release fiasco
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SWITCH – A NEW FREE-TO-PLAY BATTLEGROUND?

50

• While the runaway success of Fortnite on PC, Console and Mobile has been well-

documented, one of the underplayed success factors of Fortnite’s rise has been the 

game’s success on a platform that has traditionally underperformed in the free-to-play 

market—the Nintendo Switch

• In fact, Nintendo reported roughly half of all Switch systems have downloaded Fortnite, 

representing a staggeringly high attach rate

• To be sure, Fortnite has been a transformative, transcendent title that has upended 

traditional norms. Not only has the disruptive nature of the game led to cannibalization of 

non-gaming audiences, including those on Netflix, but the pop culture aspect of this 

game has also enabled it to penetrate the Nintendo ecosystem—an ecosystem that has 

typically been anathema to popular free-to-play content.

• In IDG’s view, this newfound Fortnite success on Switch could potentially open the door 

to greater free-to-play traction in the Switch ecosystem, especially as Nintendo continues 

to reach out to 3rd party indie developers that are more open to innovating with free-to-

play gameplay mechanics
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SWITCH – A NEW F2P BATTLEGROUND? (CONT’D)
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• Based on IDG channel checks, Nintendo has not yet invested as heavily in F2P within its 

eShop, although it is possible that the company will eventually launch a dedicated eShop

section for F2P titles

• IDG believes that the Switch has some potential green shoot opportunities within F2P, as 

well as some drawbacks and barriers. IDG highlights some of these areas below:

Opportunities Challenges

Fortnite creates a template of success factors for future free-to-play 

titles

Nintendo has historically been weaker with F2P gaming, so the 

company will need to align with greater infrastructure, investment, 

and F2P skill sets

As Nintendo broadens out its Switch audience beyond core console 

gamers and to more handheld gamers that have greater mobile 

affinities, F2P gaming will be much more aligned with that faster-

growing demographic

While Switch’s installed base is solid, it is still far smaller than other 

platforms. With F2P gaming requiring a large user funnel at the top, 

it is likely that most F2P games on Switch in the near-term will need 

to be cross-platform experiences that also appear on non-Nintendo 

platforms.

One key way to grow the Switch F2P market is to launch a 

compelling Nintendo 1st party F2P game, but this is an area that has 

yet to be fully proven out by Nintendo

F2P monetization, progression systems, and other best practices 

are a very different animal versus B2P (buy-to-play) best practices. 

So there will be a learning curve for Nintendo in the next several 

years as a result.
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GAME PASS – KEY OBSERVATIONS
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• While Xbox Game Pass has been around since last year, there has been a lot of rampant speculation 

about the importance of this subscription service as a tent-pole within Microsoft’s broader, long-term 

gaming strategy

• It might be too premature to speculate on how Game Pass will unfold over the next several years, but the 

initial awareness boost of Game Pass on some of Microsoft’s first-party titles, including State of Decay 2, 

indicate that the subscription service may not necessarily cannibalize full-game $60 purchases on a 1-to-1 

basis

• Instead, for certain titles, it is possible that Game Pass could actually serve as word-of-mouth advertising 

for the game, and strengthen virality for that IP within the Xbox community

• At the same time, IDG believes that the aforementioned behavior is more endemic to core gamers, who 

might try a game through Game Pass but then buy it outright if they like it, leveraging Game Pass as a “Try 

Before You Buy” service. By contrast, IDG believes that for casual gamers, they would likely not buy any 

games outright that they could access for a much cheaper price through the Game Pass subscription 

service. 

• In essence, the buying and playtime behaviors are likely different, and therefore the overall cloud gaming 

market needs to be seen through the lens of multiple consumer demographic segments.

• As IDG continues to monitor cloud gaming/streaming in the months to come, IDG envisions Game Pass as 

a strategic pillar of any potential strategy on the part of Microsoft’s Project xCloud initiative
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CLOUD GAMING – A CROWDED, UNTESTED FIELD
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TOP TITLES                                      – Q4’18
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Rank Switch Premium eShop Games Publisher SRP (USD)

1 Super Smash Bros. Ultimate Nintendo $59.99 

2 Pokemon: Let’s Go, Pikachu Nintendo $59.99 

3 Super Mario Party Nintendo $59.99 

4 Pokemon: Let’s Go, Eevee Nintendo $59.99 

5 Undertale 8-4 $14.99 

6 Mario Kart 8 Deluxe Nintendo $59.99 

7 Minecraft Mojang AB $29.99 

8 Stardew Valley Chucklefish LTD $14.99 

9 Overcooked! 2 Team17 Digital Ltd $24.99 

10 Hollow Knight Team Cherry $15.00 

11 Zelda: Breath of the Wild Nintendo $59.99 

12 Diablo III – Eternal Collection Blizzard Entertainment, Inc $59.99 

13 Bouncy Bob SONKA $1.00 

14 Dark Souls: Remastered BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment $39.99 

15 The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim Bethesda Softworks $59.99 

Source: nintendoeverything.com
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Q4’18 NEWS – DIGITAL CONSOLE
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• Milestones for individual titles

▪ Ubisoft announced that Assassin's Creed Odyssey posted the best launch week of the 

franchise this generation across physical, digital, and post-launch sales (October)

▪ Ubisoft announced that For Honor reached 15 million players since its launch in February 

2017, largely due to the publisher continuing to support the game after launch (October)

▪ The launch of Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 broke digital sale records for PlayStation and 

Activision and became the best launch for an Activision Xbox One game (October)

▲ This in spite of the fact that the first weekend of UK boxed sales of Black Ops 4 was down almost 

50% compared with last year's Call of Duty (October)

▪ Warface announced that it hit 5 million registered players on console after it launched in 

2013 (December)

▪ Warframe was downloaded one million times on Nintendo Switch, less than three weeks 

after its launch on the console (December)

▪ Spyro Reignited Trilogy had the strongest debut month out of all Spyro games combined 

(December)
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Q4’18 NEWS – DIGITAL CONSOLE (CONT’D)
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• Xbox news

▪ Microsoft announced that Minecraft exceeded 90 million monthly active users (October)

▪ Microsoft confirmed that its biggest exclusive in 2018, Forza Horizon 4 reached 2 million 

players a week after launch (October)

▪ Microsoft confirmed its intentions to launch a game streaming service that works on consoles, 

PCs, and mobile devices, codenamed Project xCloud (October)

▪ Microsoft held its X018 press conference in Mexico, announcing the company’s Black Friday 

deals, a slough of additions to its Xbox Game Pass lineup, and the acquisition of RPG 

developers Obsidian Entertainment and InXile (November)

▪ Microsoft added mouse and keyboard support for select titles on Xbox One (November)

▪ Xbox Game Pass added a feature to preload games ahead of release, starting with upcoming 

title Crackdown 3 (November)

▪ Microsoft’s newly created studio, The Initiative, saw a string of high-profile hires, including 

Sunset Overdrive director Drew Murray (November)
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Q4’18 NEWS – DIGITAL CONSOLE (CONT’D)
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• PlayStation news

▪ Sony confirmed there wouldn’t be a PlayStation Experience in 2018 with the company claiming 

they wouldn’t have enough content to meet expectations for the event (October)

▪ Sony CEO Kenichiro Yoshida confirmed the PS5 was in development (October)

▪ PlayStation delayed upcoming exclusive Days Gone from February to April due to the intense 

competition in the month of February (October)

▪ Sony began offering PSN users the ability to change their usernames (October)

▪ Sony agreed to a Chicago city tax on PlayStation Store purchases, adding a 9% Amusement 

Tax on services such as PlayStation Plus, Now, Vue, Music, and Video (November)

▪ Sony announced it will not attend E3 in 2019 for the first time (November)

▪ Sony added 50 new games to PlayStation Now, their streaming subscription service, as the 

company looks to shore up its offering following increased competition from Xbox Game Pass 

(December)

▪ Sony leaked PS4 player counts for a number of games through My PS4 Life, which allowed 

users to extrapolate information provided by trophy counts (December)
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• Nintendo news

▪ YouTube launched an app on Nintendo Switch (November)

▪ Nintendo released a new set of guidelines for its Creator’s Program, offering more flexibility to 

content creators and not taking a cut of their revenues for featuring Nintendo games 

(November)

▪ Nintendo revealed that their US sales for Black Friday weekend brought in $250 million, more 

than double last year’s total with Switch being the main driver (November) 

• Other/miscellaneous news

▪ Capcom’s Devil May Cry 5 received some criticism from fans for allowing players to buy in-

game currency that could be spent on abilities, upgrades, and revives (October)

▪ Psyonix delayed cross-platform play for Rocket League to 2019 (October)

▪ PUBG launched on PS4 as its console exclusivity deal with Microsoft came to an end 

(December)

▪ NASCAR is collaborating with 704Games to host the first ever NASCAR esports league on 

gaming consoles (December)
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

Oct 2018
Bigben Interactive fully acquired French racing developer Kylotonn, 

after already having been a large shareholder in the company

Oct 2018
Tencent invested $316 million for a 12.3% stake in Bilibili, a video 

sharing company that owns the Hangzhou Overwatch League team

Oct 2018
Chilean mobile developer TinyBytes raised $1.4 million from Initial 

Capital and London Venture Partners, as the developer continues work 

on Massive Warfare: Aftermath

Oct 2018
Epic Games acquired game security and anti-cheat firm Kamu, which 

had already been servicing Fortnite and other clients

Oct 2018
Microsoft acquired RPG specialists Obsidian, the developer behind 

Pillars of Eternity and Fallout: New Vegas, and inExile Entertainment as 

the platform holder continues to shore up its first-party portfolio 

Oct 2018
Advance, the media and communications company behind Reddit and 

Condé Nast, acquired a majority stake in Newzoo, to help them expand 

their visibility and US presence

Oct 2018
Cloud9 raised $50 million in Series B funding round led by Valor Equity 

Partners towards staff increases, retail business, and a new training 

facility
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

Oct 2018
Chinese publisher Gaea Interactive Entertainment acquired a 20% 

stake in Behaviour Interactive, with whom they had already been 

partnering on a mobile game based on Game of Thrones

Oct 2018 China Sports Capital
Chinese mobile esports organization Fighting Esports Group closed a 

$15 million Series A funding round led by China Sports Capital

Nov 2018
BigBox VR secured $5 million in a seed funding round led by Shasta 

Ventures to help develop the upcoming battle royale VR game, 

Population One

Nov 2018
THQ Nordic acquired Finnish developer Bugbear Entertainment and 

Swedish studio Coffee Stain. The latter is best known for creating the 

popular Goat Simulator game.

Nov 2018
Bunch, a mobile app that allows users to video chat with their friends 

while playing games on their phone, closed $3.8 million in seed funding 

led by London Venture Partners

Nov 2018
Everywear Games, a Finnish studio that specializes in games for Apple 

Watch, received a €5 million investment from Supercell

Nov 2018

PlayVS, the high school esports platform, raised $30.5 million from a 

Series B funding round led by the private investment arm of Los 

Angeles Dodgers owners group, Elysian Park Ventures, along with 

groups such as Adidas and Samsung NEXT
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

Nov 2018 Tej Kohli
Team Vitality received an investment of $22.7 million from entrepreneur 

Tej Kohli to build brand awareness and a retail shop

Nov 2018
A new sports-based mobile game company, Nifty Games, raised $3 

million in seed funding from aXiomatic Gaming, March Capital Partners, 

and Defy.VC

Nov 2018
DigiLens raised a third round of funding with investments from Niantic 

and Mitsubishi Chemical to develop holographic waveguide displays for 

augmented reality applications

Nov 2018
Rovio acquired PlayRaven, the Finnish mobile studio behind Spymaster

and Eve: War of Ascension

Dec 2018
Playtika acquired German casual-games firm Wooga for a reported 

$100 million

Dec 2018
Ubisoft acquired the Dutch gaming server company i3D.net in hopes of 

improving its online and multiplayer experiences

Dec 2018
Discord raised $150 million in a funding round led by Greenoaks

Capital, with the company now having a $2.05 billion valuation
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D A T E H O S T T A R G E T N O T E S

Dec 2018
AppOnboard, a startup that streams mobile app demos, raised $15 

million in a funding round led by Breakaway Growth to expand into 

Europe and Asia

Dec 2018
Twitch sold Curse Media, the gaming media network, to the Wiki 

hosting service Fandom, two years after acquiring it

Dec 2018
Atari acquired a stake in Animoca Brands with the partnership working 

towards developing a blockchain version of RollerCoaster Tycoon

Dec 2018
Gameloft acquired FreshPlanet, with the SongPop publisher operating 

as a Gameloft studio with its current CEO

Dec 2018

Popdog, a new company that raised $9 million in a Series A funding 

round led by Makers Fund, acquired streamer agency Loaded, Twitch 

analytics firm NoScope, and the esports consulting division of Catalyst 

Sports & Media

Dec 2018
Zynga acquired 80% of Empires & Puzzles studio, Small Giant Games, 

for $560 million
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TOTAL $109.8B $44.2B $38.8B

Rest of World $16.5B $5.5B $3.9B

Asia $53.2B $19.8B $4.1B

Europe $16.4B $10.4B $13.2B

North America $23.7B $8.5B $17.6B

2023E Revenue by Territory & Category
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TOTAL $86.6B $44.1B $22.1B

Rest of World $8.7B $4.3B $2.1B

Asia $46.8B $20.7B $0.9B

Europe $10.9B $9.7B $7.9B

North America $20.2B $9.3B $11.2B

2018 Revenue by Territory & Category
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TOTAL $134.7B $25.4B $8.8B $23.9B

Rest of World $17.6B $4.3B $1.2B $2.8B

Asia $60.7B $2.5B $2.0B $11.8B

Europe $24.0B $9.5B $2.7B $3.8B

North America $32.3B $9.1B $2.9B $5.4B

2023E Revenue by Territory & Monetization Scheme
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TOTAL $102.2B $14.9B $6.5B $12.3B

Rest of World $8.6B $2.4B $0.6B $1.0B

Asia $52.8B $1.3B $1.4B $6.7B

Europe $15.5B $5.7B $2.0B $1.5B

North America $25.2B $5.5B $2.5B $3.1B

2018 Revenue by Territory & Monetization Scheme
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TOTAL $36.3B $24.8B $62.3B $12.5B

Digital Console $9.7B $7.0B $0.6B $1.7B

Digital PC $9.1B $9.1B $19.6B $3.9B

Mobile $17.5B $8.7B $42.1B $6.9B

2018 Revenue by Category & Territory
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Mobile $23.7B $16.4B $53.2B $16.5B
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Virtual Goods
Paid 

Downloads
Advertising Subscription

Mobile iOS $9,046 M $114 M $2,043 M $148 M

Android $6,890 M $40 M $1,763 M $123 M

Digital PC $5,999 M $2,663 M $327 M $355 M $9,345 M

Microsoft Xbox Live $2,422 M $1,403 M - $961 M

Sony PlayStation Network $2,882 M $1,759 M - $977 M

Nintendo eShop $361 M $335 M - $82 M

Total $27,601 M $6,313 M $4,134 M $2,646 M $40,694 M

Digital Console $11,182 MN
A

M
 (

U
S

+
C

A
) $20,168 M
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Virtual Goods
Paid 

Downloads
Advertising Subscription

Mobile iOS $3,008 M $216 M $719 M $52 M

Android $5,356 M $83 M $1,384 M $97 M

Digital PC $5,353 M $3,840 M $145 M $359 M $9,698 M

Microsoft Xbox Live $456 M $312 M - $323 M

Sony PlayStation Network $3,341 M $1,875 M - $1,259 M

Nintendo eShop $82 M $235 M - $35 M

Total $17,596 M $6,561 M $2,248 M $2,124 M $28,531 M

Digital Console $7,918 M

E
u

ro
p

e

$10,914 M
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Virtual Goods
Paid 

Downloads
Advertising Subscription

Mobile iOS $20,453 M $192 M $4,605 M $333 M

Android $16,892 M $21 M $4,037 M $297 M

Digital PC $18,511 M $827 M $414 M $931 M $20,683 M

Microsoft Xbox Live $2 M $1 M - $ M

Sony PlayStation Network $131 M $285 M - $97 M

Nintendo eShop $152 M $194 M - $38 M

Total $56,141 M $1,520 M $9,056 M $1,697 M $68,414 M

Digital Console $901 M

A
si

a

$46,830 M


